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CASE DATA VISUALIZATION INFRASTRUCTURE (CDVI)  FOR HBGD 

 

 
Project Summary: CASE’s Data Visualization Infrastructure (CDVI), based on Data-Driven 

Documents (D3.js) [2], is a novel approach to the problem of visualizing and understanding 

interdisciplinary collaboration for a complex, multi-scalar project like the Gates Foundation’s 

HBGD. The circular, networked format effectively conveys a non-hierarchical project view, which 

can be explored through the collaborators involved, experiments performed, and scientific model 

attributes applied. The usefulness of the CDVI for providing collaborative understanding and 

project insight is as good as is the knowledge captured, normalized and stored in a knowledge 

base. The generation of such knowledge is key, and requires a robust data infrastructure 

employing human-aware science ontologies (HAScO) that provides a vocabulary to annotate 

highly diverse data from sensors, simulations, and data analysis. The CVDI could be used to 

dynamically generate a wheel with multiple facets for all HBGD-funded research groups, as well 

as link seamlessly to other visualization platforms. 

Phase I: To demonstrate the usefulness of the CDVI solution in support of HBGD’s, we are 

proposing a task force to develop a demonstration version of the CDVI for HBGD. This initial task 

force would be developed with knowledge acquired and integrated from the following:  

1. HGBD-funded projects in the areas of water and/or sanitation; 

 

2. An HGBD-funded project in the area of nutrition or others as designated by The Gates 

Foundation; and 

 

3. CASE Mother-Child BEE Unit being proposed to the Gates Foundation to provide  

an adaptable framework for the comprehensive testing and analysis of the  

intersection between multiple environmental variables and HBGD variables.    

 

Phase II: The CDVI Wheel is currently “handmade”. CASE is in the process of developing a 

HAScO infrastructure for a broad range of data acquisition across both environmental and human 

health indicators. Our solution relies on database queries, with underlying support for faceted 

search [8]. These efforts will directly support the generation of knowledge from complex data and 

metadata for a broad audience, which in turn will support advocacy for the target constituency.    

Phase II could run in parallel to Phase II or subsequently to the demonstration, and would 

incorporate the human-aware science ontologies (HAScO) that provide a vocabulary to 

annotate highly diverse data from sensors, simulations, and data analysis, and integrate the CDVI 

wheel with Debate Graph, the online collaboration tool used by the Gates Foundation. By moving 

Debate Graph content seamlessly and automatically to the CDVI Wheel, we will build on a key 

existing collaboration tool while engaging diverse communities currently using Debate Graph. 
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Project Description: Towards a Collection and Dissemination Data Infrastructure for the 

Combined Testing of Built Environment and Human Health Indicators 

 
Keywords: Built Ecology, Human Health Indicators, Data Infrastructure, Human-Aware Science 

Ontology 

 
Motivation: 

We advocate the collection, publication and dissemination of Built Ecology and Human Health 

Indicators data in support of scientific, architectural and urban design communities, since many 

Global Burden of Disease risk factors are directly and indirectly impacted by the built environment 

infrastructure [1]. The development of a Data Infrastructure for these activities is a major step 

towards a better understanding of connections between built environments and human health. 

Access to such data collections in the context of mother-child living units in Africa and elsewhere 

may generate substantial societal interest to galvanize broader efforts to address project-

identified HBGD factors through pragmatic and feasible infrastructural solutions. We understand 

that the dissemination of any data collected in our project along with appropriate metadata that 

facilitates the understanding of the data may lead to unforeseen uses of the data by many other 

communities, which in turn may empower the target constituency. Through making project data 

broadly available, relevant health and environmental issues will be better characterized and 

quantified leading to better, more intelligent approaches for the development of new Built 

Ecologies for healthy birth, development and growth (HBGD) patterns within ‘at risk’ 

communities 

 
Hypothesis: 

A multi-scalar, interdisciplinary project combining Built Ecology and Human Health Indicators 

assessments encompasses a complex and comprehension context for data collection that 

requires a novel approach for rigorously describing the physical context and to properly connect 

these descriptions within the necessary annotations of the data. Towards this aim, we propose 

the use of Human-Aware Science Ontology [7] as an approach to the collection, publication 

and dissemination of interchangeable and adaptable project metadata. This would enable the 

connection between various contributors to functionally plug-in to both physical and virtual test 

beds towards the collection of rich and multifaceted data sets with the contextual knowledge about 

the data to the data themselves (resolving key contextual caveats in the acquisition of the data), 

allowing for non-hierarchical data search, discovery, exploration, analysis and visualization. 

Transparent, integrated and collaborative sharing of understandable data is a key approach to 

further expose the target constituency to a broader range of supporting communities, which, we 

maintain, will eventually empower the target constituency.  

 
Claims to Novelty: 

CASE’s Semantic Web Visualization (SWV), based on Data-Driven methods (D3.js) [2], is a novel 

approach to the problem of visualizing and functionally annotating the multidisciplinary 

contributors towards a multi-scalar experimental data acquisition framework. The circular, 

networked format effectively conveys a non-hierarchical project view, which can be explored 
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through the collaborators involved, experiments performed and scientific model attributes applied. 

The beta version of the SWV is currently “handmade”, however CASE is in the process of 

developing a robust Data Infrastructure employing Human-Aware Science Ontologies 

(HAScO) that provides a vocabulary to annotate sensor data, simulation data, and data analysis 

results to dynamically generate the SWV, as well as other visualizations. Our solution relies on 

database queries with underlying support for Faceted Search [8]. These efforts will directly 

support the generation of knowledge from complex data and metadata for a broad audience, 

which in turn will support advocacy for the target constituency.  

  
Despite HAScO impact in areas of environmental sciences, atmospheric sciences and hydrology, 

these ontologies have not previously been applied to either Built Ecologies or Human Health 

Indicators. There are opportunities to expand the vocabulary of existing Human-Aware Science 

Ontologies for outreach to the Built Ecology and Human Heath Indicator communities, and to 

expose these communities to comprehensive semantic-enabled data management tools.  

 
Types of project data: 

A robust Data Infrastructure relies on four interdependent data collection initiatives: 

● Background Data: 

○ The first source will be HBGD data accumulated by Gates Foundation projects and 

others relevant to the project’s target country. The focus will include Human Health 

Indicators data including well-established health data for the target communities 

○ Data about the environments considered in the project or similar to those environments.  

● Needs Assessment: 

○ Assessment of existing Human Health Indicators from a clinical and public health 

perspective 

○ Assessment of existing environmental conditions 

● Ecosystems Test bed Project Data (i.e., data to be collected and/or derived as part of 

Ecosystems Test bed project’s activities): 

○ Human Health Indicator data at the individual and population levels 

○ Environmental data at the individual and population levels 

● Metadata for any of the kinds of data mentioned above 

 
Our approach to data: 

1. Transparency: 

We advocate full access to collected data including access to live data collected through sensor 

networks. Sharing of data along the data cycle, including raw data and curated data to a broad 

audience will accelerate and concentrate efforts to aid the target constituency. The development 

and deployment of robust data analysis tools used to generate data products and derived data, 

including faceted search and data visualizations, will aid in the generation of knowledge.  

2. Integration: 

Delivery of well-annotated data will allow for automatic and systematic integration of project data 

in to other databases. We expect the core metadata collected throughout the project to be 

composed of statements based on the family of Human-Aware Science Ontologies described 
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below. Ontology: A well-formed data ontology that encompasses the activities of the project will 

form the basis of the long-term viability and usability of the data sent. Human-Aware Science 

Ontologies will structure the proposed Data Infrastructure across the spectrum of scientific 

activity [4, 6] including observation [5], measurement [3] and empirical and computational 

experiments enabling the automatic and systematic transfer of data and metadata to the Gates 

Knowledge base among others. 

3. Collaboration: 

The CDVI  wheel, dynamically generated and integrated into a non-SQL database repository [2], 

will form a key collaboration tool for the project. A series of similarly generated visualizations will 

be developed for viewing sensor, simulation and experimental data. A premium will be placed on 

features that allow for collaborative annotation and discussion.  

We will build on and integrate with Debate Graph, the online collaboration tool used by the Gates 

Foundation. By moving Debate Graph content automatically to the CDVI Wheel, we will build on 

a key existing tool while engaging diverse communities currently using Debate Graph. 

Project Data Plan: 

For members of the project, the Data Plan comprises specific information and instructions on the 

formatting, storage and means of access to data generated through the project. For public access, 

the Data Plan describes how the data collected through the project is going to be stored, the 

minimum period of time after the completion of the project the data is going to be available, and 

how it is going to be made available (e.g., through the web, mail, disks, etc.)  
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